
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warrnambool
Wednesday, 05 May 2021

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: D. Verberne

Stewards: P. Searle, G Rea, J. Rea & P. Watson

Judges: M. Waters

Lure Drivers: N. Kenna

Starter: G. McLeod

Kennel Supervisor: D. Brooks

Kennel Attendants: H. Lucas

Veterinarian: Dr. H. Weston

Race 1
WANNON PARK BINGO - THURSDAYS

6:21 pm
450m

Maiden

All persons attending the venue today carried face masks, observed social distance requirements, and
maintained room density quotients for the race meeting.

Out of competition samples were taken from Pirate Tails and Where's Goose on Tuesday, 4 May 2021
pursuant to GAR 79A.

Pirate Tails was quick to begin.  Quincee Bale, Aston Elliot and Saniyah Bale were slow to begin.

Where's Goose shifted out soon after the start, checking Lektra Terrace.  Saniyah Bale checked off the
heels of Quincee Bale on the first turn.  Lektra Terrace checked off the heels of Aston Elliot approaching the
home turn.  Sheryn's Dream shifted out and raced wide on the home turn.  Give Me Elle checked off the
heels of Quincee Bale on the home turn.

Race 2
NORFOLK BUTCHERS FINAL

(250+RANK)
6:37 pm
390m

Grade 5 Final

An out of competition sample was taken from Barnstar on Tuesday, 4 May 2021 pursuant to GAR 79A.

A pre-race sample was taken from Cawbourne Toe.

Crown Rhode was slow to begin.

Barnstar and Magic Panther collided soon after the start.  Barnstar, Bad Bailey and Tinker Calie collided on
the first turn; checking Bad Bailey and Tinker Calie.  Magic Panther and Crown Rhode collided on the
home turn.  Xaria Bale and Magic Panther collided on the home turn.  Xaria Bale and Magic Panther
collided several times in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Keybow Sally - the winner of the event.

Race 3
SUPER VICGREYS FINAL

6:55 pm
450m

Mixed 6/7 Final

An out of competition sample was taken from Aston Orazio on Tuesday, 4 May 2021 pursuant to GAR 79A.

Mr Jarrod Sharp was issued with a warning under GAR 86 (o) (negligence) after the greyhound Weblec
Hawk was placed in the incorrect kennel during the kennelling process.

The kennel attendant was reminded of their responsibilities as Weblec Hawk was placed in the incorrect
kennel during the kennelling process.  This matter was referred to the Club Manager for further
consideration and remediation.

Black Robin was quick to begin.  Aston Falcon and Weblec Hawk were slow to begin.

Aston Orazio, Zeeba's Legacy and Roxy Ouzo collided soon after the start, checking Aston Orazio.  Roxy
Ouzo and Weblec Hawk collided approaching the first turn, checking Weblec Hawk.  Aston Orazio and
Roxy Ouzo collided several times approaching the home turn.  Zeeba's Legacy and Aston Falcon collided
approaching the home turn and again on the home turn.  Snapper Smith and Black Robin collided several
times on the home turn and in the home straight.  Zeeba's Legacy and Aston Falcon collided several times
approaching the winning post.

A post-race sample was taken from Rockabye Bear - the winner of the event.

Race 4
CASSIGN DESIGN GDR

7:18 pm
650m

Special Event

An out of competition sample was taken from Don't Forget Kev on Tuesday, 4 May 2021 pursuant to GAR
79A.

Zipping Rambo was quick to begin.  Mick's Kimmy and Don't Forget Kev were slow to begin.

Five Star and Bounce Back collided several times on the first turn.  Don't Forget Kev tired over the
concluding stages.

A post-race sample was taken from Zipping Rambo - the winner of the event.



Race 5
MEPUNGA CRUZER @ STUD

7:38 pm
450m

Grade 5

On Tuesday, 4 May 2021 Stewards attended the property of Mr Dustin Drew and checked the bonafides of
the withdrawal of Mystery Road from this event.  Stewards confirmed that Mystery Road had a split
webbing injury.  The 10 day mandatory stand down under GAR 23 was applied.

Charlie Bale was quick to begin.  On The Bit was slow to begin.

Northing Lasts and Robin's Choice collided soon after the start, checking Nothing Lasts.  Master Avenger,
Nothing Lasts, Robin's Choice and Aston Value collided soon after the start.  Forcefully galloped on the
heels of Charlie Bale soon after the start.  Master Avenger galloped on the heels of King Of Glory soon after
the start.  King Of Glory, Aston Value and Charlie Bale collided approaching the first turn and again on the
first turn, checking Aston Value.  Forecefully and Aston Value collided on the first turn; checking both
greyhounds.  Nothing Lasts checked off the heels of Aston Value on the first turn, shifted out and collided
with Forcefully; Nothing Lasts and Forcefully both fell as a result.  King Of Glory and Charlie Bale collided
approaching the home turn.

Nothing Lasts underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have lumbro-sacral and left
foreleg monkey muscle injuries.  A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Forcefully underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have right hindleg triangle and
left foreleg monkey muscle injuries.  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.

Master Avenger underwent a post-race veterinary examination at the trainer’s request and was found to
have cervico-thoracic and left foreleg monkey muscle injuries.  A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 6
STAN LAKE MEMORIAL

7:58 pm
450m

Special Event

An out of competition sample was taken from Aston Mirage on Tuesday, 4 May 2021 pursuant to GAR 79A.

Weblec Jet and Faithy Bale were quick to begin.  Fernando Mick was slow to begin.

Gypsy Yankee and Zipping Walter collided soon after the start.  Ulricken Bale and Gypsy Yankee collided
soon after the start, checking Ulricken Bale.  Ulricken Bale galloped on the heels of Faithy Bale
approaching the home turn; checking Ulricken Bale; severely checking Faithy Bale.  Lektra Yoyo and Aston
Mirage collided approaching the home turn.

A post-race sample was taken from Weblec Jet - the winner of the event.

Race 7
BROAD TREE CARE

8:18 pm
450m

Mixed 4/5

Roxy Tequila – Late scratching at 1:59 pm when Mrs Andrea Dailly reported the greyhound to have a toe
injury (GAR 23).  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.  Stewards will require a veterinary certificate
pursuant to GAR 20(3)(v) before any future nomination will be accepted. 

Run And Carry and Masked Avenger collided soon after the start.  Masked Avenger, Daph's Zac, Ultimate
Avenger and Zambora Richie collided approaching the first turn.  Zambora Richie and Ezra Bale collided
on the first turn.  Masked Avenger and Daph's Zac collided approaching the home turn.

Ultimate Avenger underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a right foreleg
monkey muscle.  A 10 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 8
MACEY'S BISTRO WARRNAMBOOL

CUP FINAL
8:38 pm
450m

S/E Group 2

Out of competition samples were taken from Do It, Dream Wizard, Qwara Bale, Denzell Bale, Shima Shine,
Mepunga Warrior, Jax Bale & Yozo Bale on 3 May 2021, pursuant to GAR 79A.

Got The Torque was slow to begin.

Denzell Bale and Shima Shine collided soon after the start.  Mepunga Warrior checked off Yozo Bale
approaching the first turn, checking Got The Torque.  Do It checked off Dream Wizard on the first turn,
checking Mepunga Warrior.  Shima Shine and Yozo Bale collided approaching the home turn, checking
Shima Shine.  Do It checked off Shima Shine approaching the home turn.  Do It and Shima Shine collided
entering the home straight; checking Do It, Shima Shine and Got The Torque.  Do It and Shima Shine
collided in the home straight.  Do It checked off Shima Shine approaching the winning post.  Dream Wizard
and Mepunga Warrior collided approaching the winning post.

Denzell Bale underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have left foreleg wrist and
right foreleg monkey muscle injuries.  A 14 day stand down period was imposed.

Post-race blood and urine samples were taken from Qwara Bale - the winner of the event.

Post-race samples were taken from Yozo Bale (2nd) and Shima Shine (3rd).

Race 9
CUP NIGHT MATCH RACE

9:00 pm
450m

Special Event

Tiggerlong Tonk and Ferdinand Boy collided on the first turn.

Post-race blood and urine samples were taken from Tiggerlong Tonk - the winner of the event.

Race 10
COAST FM & 3YB HT1

9:19 pm
390m

Grade 5 Heat

Bean's Multi was quick to begin.  Southern Thunder was slow to begin.

Bulleteer and Milwaukee Miss collided soon after the start.  Southern Thunder galloped on the heels of
Milwaukee Miss soon after the start, checking Milwaukee Miss.  Bean's Multi galloped on the heels of
Angus Rhode on the first turn, checking Bean's Multi.  Trendy Universe and Cryptic Signal collided on the
first turn.

A post-race sample was taken from Bulleteer - the winner of the event.

The announcement of the all clear was delayed to allow the Stewards time to review the positioning of the
lure in the home straight.  After doing so, the Stewards were entirely satisfied that the positioning of the lure
did not effect the outcome of the race.  Accordingly, the All Clear was posted.  The Stewards discussed the



positioning of the lure in the home straight with the lure driver. 

Race 11
EDWARDS ELECTRICAL HT2

9:39 pm
390m

Grade 5 Heat

Aston Harlow, Pai Gow Poker and Zipping Valerie were quick to begin.  Call Me Harvey was slow to begin.

Jagger Bale, Zivon Bale, Daph's Ascend and Pai Gow Poker collided soon after the start.  Zivon Bale and
Daph's Ascend collided on the first turn.  Aston Harlow, Pai Gow Poker, Call Me Harvey, Zipping Valerie
and Coco Nova raced tightly and collided on the first turn.  Jagger Bale checked off the heels of Zivon Bale
on the first turn.  Jagger Bale checked off the heels of Daph's Ascend approaching the home turn.  Pai Gow
Poker and Coco Nova collided approaching the home turn.  Zivon Bale and Daph's Ascend collided
approaching the home turn.  Aston Harlow and Zipping Valerie collided several times on the home turn and
again in the home straight.  Aston Harlow, Zivon Bale, Daph's Ascend and Zipping Valerie collided
approaching the winning post, checking Zipping Valerie.  Zipping Valerie faded in the concluding stages.

Race 12
KERMONDS HAMBURGERS HT3

10:04 pm
390m

Grade 5 Heat

An out of competition sample was taken from Markus Rhode on Tuesday, 4 May 2021 pursuant to GAR
79A.

Blackjack Lee, Nenna Tears and Aston Ruston were quick to begin.  Markus Rhode was slow to begin.

Yalena Bale and Lektra Jena collided heavily on the first turn; checking both greyhounds.  Lektra Jena and
Josie's Call collided on the first turn.  Nenna Tears, Enicka Bale and Markus Rhode collided on the first
turn.  Yalena Bale and Lektra Jena collided several times approaching the home turn.  Lektra Jena and
Josie's Call collided approaching the home turn.  Blackjack Lee checked off the heels of Lektra Jena on the
home turn, checking Josie's Call.  Blackjack Lee shifted out, raced ungenerously and collided with Aston
Ruston in the home straight.

Blackjack Lee underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Stewards spoke to Ms Lisa Delbridge regarding the racing manners of Blackjack Lee in the home straight. 
After hearing evidence from Ms Delbridge, viewing all the available race footage and acting on their
observations, a warning was issued regarding the greyhound’s racing manners in the home straight.




